
Our company is looking to fill the role of consumer manager. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for consumer manager

Developing best practices and repeatable processes for routine problems
arising in business problems business cases including driving targeted
marketing campaigns for tune-in and product adoption, creating an enhanced
consumer experiences, and developing digital/social advertising audience
segments
Lead Consumer pricing team to create and execute competitive price
strategies relevant programming to drive profit and unit targets-approx $4B
revenue under influence
You will be working closely with both the global team, local markets and
digital agencies
Manage the HikeNet system to assure proper staffing, scheduling, and
process efficiencies in the management of our vehicle fleets between
locations
Assist in Agent Management by providing training and support on process,
technology, and supplies to allow agents to provide customer service
excellence
Providing front line contact with Agent prospects and knowledge of
competitive markets
Liaise closely with the label digital teams to provide strategic and technical
help analysis
Technical specification, roadmaps and development of new features for our
CRM systems, to meet the needs of the marketing teams and
improve/develop the platforms
Management of all tagging tools, including Google Analytics, to maintain
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Ensure availability of updated service instructions and spare part to fulfill the
line

Qualifications for consumer manager

Demonstrated skills in product management, with preference for direct
experience in product management roles within the banking & finance or
Telco segment
Knowledge of the financial services, credit and/or telecommunications
sectors and the application of credit risk solutions
Familiarity in working collaboratively with a sales function
In-depth knowledge of pricing as a function of product
This is a great opportunity for an experienced Product Manager who is
looking for the next step in their career and wants autonomy in running their
own extensive portfolio
An opportunity to work within a high performing and fast paced team


